FlameTools 4 Installation Instructions and Getting
Started Guide.
Insert Flametools CD into Drive.
Right click the start menu and left click “explore”.
In the left hand pane of the window that appears, click your CD
drive.
Double-click setup.exe and follow the on-screen instructions.
Once the software is installed, ensure that your processors are
connected to the computer correctly, and assigned individual station
addresses. (See processor manual for information regarding
connecting your processor to your PC)
Click Processor and click Detection Wizard.
Click Start Scan. (This will take several minutes)
The processors found will appear in the window. Check the ones you
wish to add to Flametools (see readme.txt for connection
troubleshooting)
Once you click “Add”, all of the processors selected/found should
appear in the left hand pane of the main window.
For technical support, contact Iris Systems during the hours of
8:00am and 5:00pm pacific standard time.
1-800-667-IRIS(4747)

Introduction

Getting Started
The interface:
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The interface is divided into 2 sections as seen in figure 1.
Section A (on the left) is the panel view, where processor panels are displayed. A processor
panel is the Flametools representation of a live processor. All processor panels will be
displayed here in the order in which they were added, with newer processors towards the
top.
Section B (the left) is the MDI (multiple document interface) section, where MDI windows
such as a processor faceplate will be displayed. The windows inside this section will always
relate to a specific processor. The values of a particular MDI window will always relate to
their corresponding processor.

The Menuitems:
Program->Settings: This will open a window allowing the user to change program settings.
Program->Change User: This will open a window allowing the user to change the current
permissions.
Program->Exit: Closes the software.
Tools->Overview: Displays an independent window, which displays the main level of every
processor panel in a bar graph.
Tools->TrendGraph: Displays and independent window, which displays the main level of
ten processors in a line chart.
Tools->DataSheet: Displays an independent window, which displays all of the settings of
every processor in spreadsheet format, which can be saved in Microsoft Excel format.
Tools->Levels Chart: Displays an independent window, which displays the main levels and
burner status of each processor.

Processor->Detection Wizard: Opens the wizard, which offers a quick way to detect new
processors.
Processor->Manually Add New Processor: Opens a dialog box, which will allow you to add a
new processor panel to the address and port of your choice.
Processor->Remove Processor: Opens a dialog box which allows you to remove a single, or
multiple processors from the processor panel section.
Processor->Add New Emulator: Allows you to add a P522 emulator to the processor panel
section.
Help->Index: Opens the help index.
Help->Contents: Opens the help table of contents
Help->Iris Systems Homepage: Opens the default system brower to iris’s webpage.
Help->Flametools Homepage: Opens the default system browser to flametools’ homepage.
Help->About: Opens version info.

Processor Preparation:
P52x and P53x models use the modbus RTU binary protocol to communicate with
Flametools*. Both models can coexist on the same port, although it is not recommended. All
processors co-existing on the same port must be set to the same baud rate and have a unique
(to the port) address between 1 and 64**.
*

The P52x models are capable of communicating using IRIS ACSII protocol. If the P52x is
set to communicate with the ACSII protocol, it will not be able to communicate using
modbus (and thus with Flametools 4) until restarted.
** Modbus RTU (unlike IRIS ASCII) will not allow communications with devices assigned
address 0 as 0 is usually reserved for broadcast messages of control units.

Please consult the respective processor manual for instructions on how to
properly connect your processor to your computer.

Connecting to a processor:
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Using the detection wizard:
The detection wizard dialog (figure2) will allow you to scan for new processors. This is
useful if you aren’t sure which serial port your daisy chain is connected to, or if you have a
large number of processors to connect. To begin the scan, click the “Start Scan” button. The
processor will cycle through every available port and send out a poll to all 64 addresses.
When a response is given, the processor will be added to the list. This scan can several
minutes.
Once the scan is complete, all processors detected will be in the list. Simply check the box
beside the processors you wish to add unto Flametools, and click the “Add” button.
If a processor did not appear on the list, and you are certain you have connected it correctly,
then please consult the troubleshooting section of this manual.

Adding a processor manually:
To begin, go to the “Processor” menu item and click “Manually Add New Processor”.
The dialog shown in figure 3 should appear. Insert a unique name, a unique station number,
and select a port. You will also need to select which type of processor you are connecting.
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Acquiring and working with processor data:
The MDI windows:
Every processor connected to FlameTools has three multiple document interface (MDI)
windows which show information specific to that processor. These can be accessed through
the processor panel.
Faceplate Emulator: This window is accessed by clicking the button marked “Panel” on
the processor panel. This window attempts to emulate the actual faceplate on the
processor, but allowing you to interface with the processor in a similar manner. Because
of communications limitations, not all of the faceplate functions are provided via this
interface, and there are some subtle differences.
Properties Window: This window is accessed by clicking the button marked “Prop” on
the processor panel. This window displays all of the processors settings and values, from
gain adjustments, to the firmware version number. The display is relatively self
explanatory. To alter these settings, open the “change settings” interface by clicking the
“change button. This feature is described later in this text.
Graph Window: This is a miniature graph which documents trends roughly 100 updates
past. It is useful for detecting recent drops or level trend patters.

The Log Function:
It will often be necessary to track processor behavior over an extended period of time, for
troubleshooting and diagnostic purposes. For this, flametools is equipped with a logging
feature, which will take readings at preset intervals and record this information in a manner
friendly to Microsoft© Excel, a popular spreadsheet application.
To open the log window, select “Log Window” under the Tools menu. A new window will
open. There will be four buttons on the bottom of the window.
The play/stop button is used to start and stop logging.
The settings button is used to change log settings. (See “Changing Settings”)
The reset button is used to clear the log.
The save button is used to save the log data into excel format.
The Levels Chart:
The Levels Chart will allow you to view the levels of several processors on the same screen in
a spreadsheet format. This chart will update in real time. At the bottom of the window, there
are two settings.
The “Column” input is used to set the number of columns the chart will use before in begins
printing on a new row. Adjust this setting if the chart is too wide for your screen.
The “Show Emulators” setting will allow you to choose whether or not to display the
emulators.

The Data Sheet:
The Data Sheet window will allow you to capture all of the settings of a processor in
spreadsheet format. In order to update the list, you must select Update in the Data Sheet
menu. This window can be saved as an excel file.
The Overview Window:
The overview window displays a bar graph with the levels of all of the processors connected.

Changing FlameTools Settings:
To open the settings window, click Settings in the Program menu.
General:
Save settings on exit: Will save flametools settings on exit.
Save processors on exit: Will save the processors you have installed on exit.
Save emulators on exit: Will save the emulators on exit.
Mark processor as disconnected after set failed attempts: Each processor has a flag which
determines if the software is successfully transmitting with the processor. If the connection
with the processor is lost, a set number of attempts will be made to reestablish
communications until the reconnection is made. This setting is used to control the number of
reconnection attempts made before the processor is marked as disconnected. Used if you
have an intermittent connection.
Baud Rate adjustments: Here you can set the baud rate for each port. First select the port you
would like to modify, and then select the baud rate you wish all of the processors on that port
to use. Refer to your processor’s manual for information regarding changing baud rates.
Logging:
Record every set seconds: Used to control the interval at which the log window records the
processor levels.
Enable Autosave after set lines: Will automatically save to an excel file after so many lines is
reached. NOTE: Due to a windows restriction, the log window can only hold 16380 lines. If
the log is not set to autosave, it will clear at this point.
Security:
To change a password:
Select the account you wish you change.
Type in the new password.
Type in the current Administrator password.
Click Change
Only those with administrator access can change passwords.
Emulator:
Use these options to change the behavior of the emulators.

Incremental VS Range:
When set to Incremental mode, the emulators will count up from a minimum preset level to a
maximum preset level. The speed at which it increments is determined based on the time set
in this field. For example. If you set the emulators to increment between 0 and 1000 in 10
seconds, it will increment by 100 until it reaches 1000 and start again at 0.
When set to Range mode, the emulator level will change randomly between two values.
Visual:
This window can be used to change the graphs to/from 3d mode and to change the font size
of the main panel and status bar.

The Filter Wizard:
What is the filter wizard?
The 500 model signal processors have 8 individual IR scanning filters for use in different
conditions. Please see your processor manual for more information regarding each filter.
Flametools 4 provides an automated way to calibrate your processor to use the correct
filter for your situation. This system is called the filter wizard.
Starting the filter wizard.
To access the filter wizard, open the Panel MDI window (see MDI windows) and click on
the filter wizard button in the window. A filter wizard window will open.*
The option to disable the UV filter during scan is highly recommended when adjusting
IR filters. This box is checked by default.
Once you click “Start Scan”, the filter wizard will cycle through each of the eight filters,
and detect the flame count for each one. This will be done twice. It might take several
minutes.
After the first scan, you will see the levels appear on the display window for each of the
corresponding filters. The filter wizard will ask for you to flame off your burner. Once
you have done this, click OK to proceed.
Once the second phase of the wizard is complete, you will see the “burner on” levels, the
“burner off” levels, and the difference between the two on the display window. The ideal
filter is the one with the highest “difference”.
Things to note:
In some cases, when you change the IR filter, the levels can drop below the “Flame Off”
setting. This can trip off the burner relay. The filter wizard prevents this by forcing the
burner relay to stay on during the first phase of the scan. During the second phase of the
scan, the relay will be forced off. Because of the risks associated with this system, it is
recommended that you override control of your burner during calibration.

